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                        Support your marketing and analytics efforts through careful handling of customer data.
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	Access, maintain and interrogate customer data that’s both accurate and compliant

	


    




    
    
    
	
	Your data and identity management processes need to be compliant, customer-centric and effective from the very first moment you start collecting data to your ongoing communications and interactions. These processes need to help you to gather insight to predict customer behaviour and needs, plus – crucially - they should help you understand and manage customer identities across different channels and devices, in both online and offline contexts.

Your ability to deliver engaging and relevant customer experiences relies on your ability to maintain, access and interrogate customer data that’s both accurate and compliant to support marketing and analytics.








        
        
	








    
    
    


	
    

	
        
            




    
    
    
    
    
        
            
                
                    Data management and enrichment

                    The most prized asset you have is the customer data you acquire. This is often gathered through multiple online and offline channels, but with CRM databases frequently disconnected from one another, companies often struggle to understand or validate the integrity of their data. Fortunately, there are solutions.
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	Get your data in the right order

The first step to improving your data is to ensure the data coming into your organisation has been properly and compliantly collected, and that it’s brought together in one place in a timely manner.








                                

                            

                            


    
        Discover our data management solutions
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	Cleanse and refresh your data

Once you’ve gained access to all your data, you need to audit and enhance your records so that they can support marketing and analytic operations. Good data management solutions such as those offered by Experian can make sure any duplicate records are eliminated, gone-away contact details have been updated and that suppressions and opt-outs are tagged.
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                Clean data saves you time and money, creates new business opportunities and protects your reputation.
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                Through the capabilities of Trended Data, we're able to give you the rich information you need to gain valuable insight into your customers.
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	Understand and fill gaps in your data

Once you’ve ensured your customer data has been collected compliantly, then centralised, standardised and refreshed, one crucial step remains. You need to check for possible gaps in your customer database. If they’re found, enrichment options are available to fill in the missing details and ensure your communication channels remain effective.
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                Enhance your data with our demographic, location, and business data sets.
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                We can tailor our data management solutions to meet your business needs. Let's talk.
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                    Creating a single view of customers

                    Data management isn’t a single solution – it’s the culmination of many data processes that work together to address the unique requirements of each organisation. The result is a unified view of customers based on data drawn from all the company’s CRMs and various touchpoints.
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	Connect datasets from multiple, diverse sources

Customer data may derive from very disparate sources. It's crucial to standardise, unify and connect these unconnected records together to provide a single, consistent – and accurate – view of customers through a Single Customer View product, such as that offered by Experian.
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                Single Customer View helps you to create a complete understanding of your customers by consolidating all the data you hold about them in a single place.
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	Get the right solution

Different needs and challenges require different solutions. While off-the-shelf templated workflows may work for some, a bespoke custom database may be the only practical option for others.

If you’re not sure what best fits for your operation, look for expert help to evaluate the most cost-effective platform that puts data at the centre of your organisation to give you a competitive advantage. For those organisations looking to do most of the heavy lifting themselves, Experian’s experts can also provide an on-premise keying solution. 
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                Single Customer View helps you to create a complete understanding of your customers by consolidating all the data you hold about them in a single place.
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                ExPin allows you to make more informed decisions and give a better customer experience.
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	Improving customer retention and communication strategies

By getting the data right, you can deliver a better customer experience with enhanced communication and insights. By bringing your data together, you can increase operational efficiency by reducing unnecessary duplication of effort, saving time and money for your business.
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                Single Customer View helps you to create a complete understanding of your customers by consolidating all the data you hold about them in a single place.
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                Harness the power of mathematical optimisation. Experian Optimize transforms complex data into the insights you need to enhance your decisioning strategies.
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	Data at the point of interaction

When you onboard new customers and gain their consent, you need to ensure you have a robust, immediate understanding of their new customer profile. Obtaining these crucial data points, on demand and in the moment, will enhance customer and prospect journeys such as call centre interactions or automated lead scoring processes. In turn, these insights can power longer-term data-led strategies. 








                                

                            

                            


    
        Build a consistent view of your customers

    

    
        
            
                Experian Aperture Data Studio lets you build the most consistent, accurate, and holistic views of customer data available.
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	Ensure you remain compliant with customer data

Having a valid, cleansed view of customer data is not just desirable from a marketing and analytics perspective. Removing or suppressing pertinent records is also a requirement for satisfying customer expectations and GDPR compliance standards.
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                We can tailor our SCV solutions to meet your business needs. Let's talk.
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                    Collaboration and linking offline and online identities

                    Creating secure and trusted data collaboration with other organisations can unlock opportunities, but must learn to do so in such a way as to never compromise first-party data. In addition, there is value for shifting from relying on digital and device identifiers to distinct customer identities.

This requires providing transparency and control to your own customers, while putting robust strategies in place to ensure you can continue to identify and engage your preferred target audiences at scale across digital channels in the future.
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	Data management between multiple parties

The need to connect datasets with other organisations to extract valuable insights and communication strategies is not a new one. Nowadays, it involves linking and sharing data from a multitude of channels – both offline and online – in a compliant way.








                                

                            

                            


    
        Explore our collaboration solutions

    

    
        
            
                Experian Link and data management services offers everything from an off-the-shelf service to a highly customised solution depending on the needs of your organisation.
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	Join a retailer data cooperative

Retailers should look for cooperatives that share transactional data into a common pool. Look for a solution that does more than simply granular transactional data from the retailers.

For example, Experian’s data cooperative – one of the UK’s largest – combines retailer data with its own broader insight to provide a unique view. From this, more accurate predictive models are built to drive acquisition across channels, including non-digital routes like direct mail.
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                Experian Link and data management services offers everything from an off-the-shelf service to a highly customised solution depending on the needs of your organisation.
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	Collaborate securely

With the advent of clean room technology, new methods of data collaboration allow your brand to host your offline, CRM data securely in data bunkers of a decentralised environment. Once the right permissions are in place, data can be matched in the clean room with other parties’ datasets, without the need of physical transfers. Overlap analysis power further insights opportunities. 
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                Experian Link and data management services offers everything from an off-the-shelf service to a highly customised solution depending on the needs of your organisation.
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	Choose the right collaboration solution

While clean room solutions can unlock new use cases for your brand, you would need to confident that they’re the right answer for your business challenges. There are many scenarios where traditional data collaboration is more advantageous, especially where multiple datasets require advanced standardisation which may not be currently available via automated clean room data matching.

Experian can help assess if clean room solutions are right for your business problem.
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                Experian Link and data management services offers everything from an off-the-shelf service to a highly customised solution depending on the needs of your organisation.
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	Embrace the future

Going forward, digital marketing will see far greater collaboration between brands and publishers to create compelling solutions that engage customers without compromising data privacy and giving users control over their data. 

A solution like Experian Match can leverage your first party data (online and offline) and connect it in a data-secure environment with other media publishers. This in turn can unlock valuable campaign activation opportunities.








                                

                            

                            


    
        Leverage your first party data with our solutions

    

    
        
            
                Experian Match is a privacy-centric solution that provides greater protection and control to consumers.
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                We can tailor our collaboration solutions to meet your business needs. Let's talk.
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        Make sure your marketing efforts are tailored to the right people at the right time.
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            Let's talk. Experian can support your business needs.
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                                Industry *
                                
                                    Industry *
Agriculture
Automotive
Automotive Financing
Business services
Charity Sector
Direct to Consumer
Education
Financial Services
Government
Healthcare
Insurance
Intercompany
Manufacturing
Media and Publishing
Mining and Commodities
Property and Construction
Retail
Retail Finance
Technology
Telecoms
Goods Transportation
Travel and Leisure
Utilities
Other
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                                Country *
                                
                                    Country *
United Kingdom
Afghanistan
Aland Islands
Albania
Algeria
American Samoa
Andorra
Angola
Anguilla
Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina
Armenia
Aruba
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bahamas
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Barbados
Belarus
Belgium
Belize
Benin
Bermuda
Bhutan
Bolivia
Bonaire Sint Eustatius and Saba
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Botswana
Bouvet Island
Brazil
British Indian Ocean Territory
Brunei Darussalam
Bulgaria
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cambodia
Cameroon
Canada
Cape Verde
Cayman Islands
Central African Republic
Chad
Channel Islands
Chile
China
Christmas Island
Cocos (Keeling) Islands
Colombia
Comoros
Congo - the Democratic Republic of
Congo
Cook Islands
Costa Rica
Cote D'Ivoire
Croatia
Cuba
Curacao
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Djibouti
Dominica
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Estonia
Eswatini
Ethiopia
Falkland Islands (Malvinas)
Faroe Islands
Fiji
Finland
France
French Guiana
French Polynesia
French Southern Territories
Gabon
Gambia
Georgia
Germany
Ghana
Gibraltar
Greece
Greenland
Grenada
Guadeloupe
Guam
Guatemala
Guinea Bissau
Guinea
Guyana
Haiti
Heard Island and Mcdonald Islands
Holy See (Vatican City State)
Honduras
Hong Kong
Hungary
Iceland
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Isle of Man
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kenya
Kiribati
Korea - Democratic People's Republic of
Korea - Republic of
Kosovo
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Lao People's Democratic Republic
Latvia
Lebanon
Lesotho
Liberia
Libya
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Macao
Madagascar
Malawi
Malaysia
Maldives
Mali
Malta
Marshall Islands
Martinique
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mayotte
Mexico
Micronesia - Federated States of
Moldova - Republic of
Monaco
Mongolia
Montenegro
Montserrat
Morocco
Mozambique
Myanmar
Namibia
Nauru
Nepal
Netherlands
New Caledonia
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Niger
Nigeria
Niue
Norfolk Island
North Macedonia
Northern Mariana Islands
Norway
Oman
Pakistan
Palau
Palestine - State of
Panama
Papua New Guinea
Paraguay
Peru
Philippines
Pitcairn Islands
Poland
Portugal
Puerto Rico
Qatar
Reunion
Romania
Russia
Rwanda
Saint Barthelemy
Saint Helena
Saint Kitts and Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Martin (French part)
Saint Pierre and Miquelon
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
Samoa
San Marino
Sao Tome and Principe
Saudi Arabia
Senegal
Serbia
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Singapore
Sint Maarten (Dutch part)
Slovakia
Slovenia
Solomon Islands
Somalia
South Africa
South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands
South Sudan
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sudan
Suriname
Svalbard and Jan Mayen
Sweden
Switzerland
Syrian Arab Republic
Taiwan
Tajikistan
Tanzania - United Republic of
Thailand
Timor-Leste
Togo
Tokelau
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
Turks and Caicos Islands
Tuvalu
Uganda
Ukraine
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Uzbekistan
Vanuatu
Venezuela
Vietnam
Virgin Islands - British
Virgin Islands - US
Wallis and Futuna
Western Sahara
Yemen
Zambia
Zimbabwe
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                                By signing up to Experian business marketing communications you will receive the latest research, insight, news and invites to events and webinars. Experian offers a wide range of products and services. We will do our best to send you only communications that we deem to be relevant to you, your job and your business. You can change your mind at any time.


                            

                        
                        
                        
                             
                        
                        
                        
                    
                    
                    
                    
                  
                        
                         Would you like to hear from us?*
                            
                                
                                Yes - I would like to receive Experian marketing communications
                                 
                                No - I do not want to receive Experian marketing communications
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            View our Privacy Policy for details on use and storage of your personal data.

*Denotes a required field
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	A member of the team will be in touch with you shortly.
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